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Abstract: Metal mobilization in general, as well as the number of metals used in products
to increase performance and provide sometimes unique functionalities, has increased steadily
in the past decades. Materials, such as indium, gallium, platinum group metals (PGM), and
rare earths (RE), are used ever more frequently in high-tech applications and their
criticality as a function of economic importance and supply risks has been highlighted in
various studies. Nevertheless, recycling rates are often below one percent. Against this
background, secondary flows of critical metals from three different end-of-life products up
to 2020 are modeled and losses along the products’ end-of-life (EOL) chain are identified.
Two established applications of PGM and RE–industrial catalysts and thermal barrier
coatings–and CIGS photovoltaic cells as a relatively new product have been analyzed. In
addition to a quantification of future EOL flows, the analysis showed that a relatively well
working recycling system exists for PGM-bearing catalysts, while a complete loss of
critical metals occurs for the other applications. The reasons include a lack of economic
incentives, technologically caused material dissipation and other technological challenges.
Keywords: critical metals; recycling; secondary material flows; material flow analysis;
industrial catalysts; CIGS photovoltaic cells; thermal barrier coatings (TBC);
industrial ecology
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1. Introduction
The conservation and considerate use of non-renewable resources is an important element of
sustainability goals and strategies in Germany [1] and the EU [2]. These strategies aim at improving
material efficiency, at substituting scarce resources with more abundant or renewable resources, and at
significantly improving material recycling, which is an essential aspect of a sustainable management of
materials (e.g., [3]).
The issue of material recycling is of particular importance, especially given the fact that global
metals mobilization is significantly increasing [4] and an increasing number of elements from the
periodic table are being used in products [5]. In various products, especially the so-called critical
metals, provide a variety of new functionalities, increase efficiency of established applications, or
enable miniaturization of products.
The issue of material criticality as the combination of a materials economic importance and its
supply risks has already been discussed frequently (see e.g., [4,6]) and various criticality assessments
have been carried out (e.g., [7–9]) for varying technological scopes and geographic areas, including the
EU [10] and Germany [11]. An outline of the criticality assessment used in this study is given in the
supplementary information. Metals, such as indium, gallium, germanium, platinum group metals
(PGM), and rare earths (RE), are commonly among the materials labeled as critical. With the PGM as
an exception, these critical metals share the same insufficiencies in their products’ life cycles: a high
scale of dissipative losses along the life cycle [12] and barely any recycling at end-of-life [13].
Against this background, this article discusses several aspects of the situation described. First, three
exemplary applications of critical metals are analyzed regarding the amounts of critical metals embodied
in end-of-life products in 2020, with a regional focus on Germany. Knowledge about these stocks and
flows is crucial for a development towards sustainable materials management. It is required for
building up a recycling infrastructure to avoid the materials’ dissipation, as well as for urban mining
activities. Then, for the three applications, the end-of-life chains in Germany are explored, identifying
magnitude and location of material losses.
In addition to two established applications of PGM and RE–industrial catalysts and thermal barrier
coatings, that have so far received only little attention in material flow analysis (MFA) and related
studies, copper-indium-gallium-(di)selenide (CIGS) photovoltaic cells have been analyzed as a relatively
new product, i.e., with currently no significant recycling activities.
2. Description of Methods
2.1. Modeling of End-of-Life Flows
To quantify the amounts of critical metals from the assessed end-of-life products, a product-centric
approach has been chosen. The study focuses on Germany and the time horizon is 2020.
The applied approach as shown in Figure 1 focuses on the use phase and is determined by mainly
three parameters: the amount of products entering the use phase per year (P), the concentration of
critical metals per product (c), and the probability distribution for time spent in the use phase (V(t)),
also called lifespan distribution. Additionally, exports from the use phase (E) have been considered but
did not show any relevance for the three assessed products. Based on these parameters the amount of
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secondary materials embodied in EOL products (A) has been determined. Details on the parameters for
each product are given in the respective sections.
Figure 1. Modeling approach and system boundaries.

As the analysis as well as the analyzed system is dynamic, the time spent in the use phase is a
particularly important parameter. As highlighted by Murakami [14], various differing definitions of
lifespan are used in science and literature. In this study, lifespan is understood as the time span from
entering the use phase to leaving the use phase. This complies with the “domestic service lifespan”
described by Murakami [14]. Instead of using average values, a life span probability distribution is
used in the model. From the many plausible distributions functions, the Weibull distribution has been
chosen as most suitable. The suitability of the Weibull distribution function for modeling product
lifespans has been described in multiple studies (e.g., [15–18]). Examples for using the Weibull
distribution to model end-of-life material flows are still very limited but can for example be found
in [19] for wind energy converters or in [20,21], and [22], for photovoltaic cells.
The Weibull probability density function (WPDF) can be defined as:
( , λ, ) = λ (λ )

(λ )

(1)

where t is the time in years and k and λ are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. V(t, λ, k) is
then the probability that a product has a lifespan of t years. Further details on the application of the
Weibull function and related functions are given elsewhere (e.g., [15,23–27]) and will not be explained
in detail here.
For a given point in time T (e.g., the year 2020), the amount ( )of end-of-life products is
dependent on the amounts of products being sold in the past and their respective lifespan distribution.
Here, we assume that the lifespan distribution does not change with time. Since the sales data is only
available per full year, the amount of sold products and the amount of metals in end-of-life products
can only be calculated on a per-year basis. With exports showing no particular relevance for the
analyzed products (i.e., E = 0) the amount of strategic metals in end-of-life products in year T can be
calculated from P, V and c as follows:
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( ) is, thus, the cumulated probability that a product has a lifespan between ( − 1) and
years. Equation (2) represents a delay model (cf. [14]), and time series of past P flows are required for
the calculation of A(t). Regarding the metal concentration c and the average lifespan, which is needed
to specify the Weibull Function, it has to be noted that they are in fact dynamic parameters which vary
over time. This fact could not be accounted for in the modeling approach due to data availability and
reliability. Even though there was some data available referring to different years, this did not allow
any conclusions on the development of metal concentration and average lifespan over time. To account
for this, ranges have been used in the model where appropriate. Regarding the shape parameter k of the
WPDF different references as described in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.3 have been used.
2.2. Analysis of Material Losses along Recycling/End-of-Life Chain
For the analysis of the material losses along the end-of-life chain, the idealized end-of-life chain
comprising collection, sorting, pre-processing, and the final step of metal recovery is analyzed (see
Figure 2). Similar approaches for the analysis of the efficiency of end-of-life chains can for example be
found in [28–32]. Depending on the characteristics of the respective products, steps of the EOL chain
are sometimes aggregated to streamline the analysis.
Figure 2. Idealized end-of-life chain.
Material losses

Collection

Sorting

Preprocessing

Metal recovery

Material losses

While for some of the analyzed metals (i.e., indium, gallium, and rare earth metals) it is well known
that EOL recycling rates are below one percent, the chosen approach provides additional information
about where the losses occur and what the aim of potential measures should be.
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3. Exemplary Product Analyses
3.1. Thermal Barrier Coatings
Thermal barrier coatings (TBC) are used in stationary gas turbines and aircraft engines to isolate
turbine components from the hot gas stream whose temperatures can go up to 1400 °C [33–35].
Commonly, yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is used in these applications. While the purpose of TBC in
stationary gas turbines and aircraft engines is practically identical, the two applications differ in
parameters, such as thickness and service life of the coating, as well as yttrium concentration.
3.1.1. Metal Concentration
The amount of yttrium in the TBC per final product (i.e., per megawatt for stationary gas
turbines and per engine for aircrafts) has been analyzed by literature research and consultation of
experts. Based on this and additional information from experts, the amount of strategic metal in the
final product is determined.
For stationary gas turbines the majority of data indicates an Y2O3 content of 7–8 wt% that has also
been confirmed by manufacturers [34–45]. The density of YSZ is about 6 g/cm3. Layer thickness
varies between 0.4 mm and 1.5 mm with an average of about 0.85 mm, the coated surface area ranges
from 0.16 to 0.53 m2/MW (average 0.29 m2/MW) [42,46].
Based on this, a specific yttrium concentration of 71 to 165 g per megawatt has been determined. An
average value of 118 gram per megawatt is used in the baseline scenario.
For aircraft engines, the Y2O3 content varies between 7 and 8 mol-% (about 13.7 wt%) [47–51].
The thickness of the coating is in the range of 50 and 250 µm (average 150 µm) [46,51–54]. Due to
limited data availability, the density of YSZ has been assumed to be about 6 g/cm3 analogously to the
YSZ used in stationary gas turbines. The size of the coated surface per engine can range from about 3
to 8 m2. Based on this and additional literature and expert information [41,47,51,55], the yttrium
amount per engine can be estimated to be 411 to 959 g. Further details are given in the supplementary
information (see Tables S1 and S2). For the baseline scenario a specific concentration of 685 g per
engine is used.
3.1.2. Products Placed on the Market and Lifespan
In both analyzed applications TBC are only part of a component of the actual product (central and
decentral power plants and aircrafts or their turbines, respectively). The amount of TBC placed on the
market is assessed based on the stock (-development) of the main products. It is composed of products
newly put on the market and replacements within the stock. The former parameter can be determined
based on the amount of (main) products newly put on the market per year using the specific metal
concentration described above. For the latter, we distinguished between the stock in 2012 and TBC
added to the stock through newly installed gas turbines (or aircrafts put into operation, respectively)
from 2013 on. For the stock of TBC in 2012, due to lack of data, the replacements in the following
years have been modeled assuming a simultaneous exit (SE) function and a homogeneous age
distribution within the stock of TBC in 2012. For new installations from 2012 on, replacements have
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been modeled assuming a Weibull distribution, i.e., the flows into use are calculated using the
following equation:
=(
+(
+(

2012 −
ℎ

)
ℎ

2012)
ℎ

2012)

SE-function
P(t)*c
Weibull

(4)

Regarding stationary gas turbines, one has to distinguish between smaller decentralized
industrial applications and bigger power plants. For the latter, the lifespan of the TBC is estimated to
be four years, while for decentralized turbines five years are assumed (based on data and information
from [35,37,38,40,41,46,56–61]).
Data regarding the historic and future stock development of gas turbines has been taken from
statistics and technology forecasts [62–65] and is compiled in Table 1 including the resulting amount
of yttrium for the years 2012 to 2020.
Table 1. Yttrium flows into use-stationary gas turbines.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Installed
capacity–decentralized
gas turbines [MW]
7,480
–
–
–
8,200
8,500
8,800
9,100
9,400
9,700
10,000
10,300
10,600
10,900
11,200

Resulting Y flows
into use [kg]
(baseline scenario)
–
–
–
–
–
–
238
242
248
254
261
268
275
283
290

Installed
capacity–centralized
power plants [MW]
17,760
18,317
19,761
20,469
20,916
23,302
24,796
25,077
25,997
26,530
26,530
29,030
29,630
30,830
30,830

Resulting Y flows
into use [kg]
(baseline scenario)
–
–
–
–
–
–
812
713
820
802
760
1,067
874
666
837

When it comes to TBC in aircraft engines, the geographic focus on Germany is not strictly
applicable. Therefore, to analyze the amount of products placed on the market we have focused on
German airlines (Lufthansa German Airlines, Air Berlin, German wings, TUI fly and Condor Flugdienst).
Stock and planned expansion of their aircraft fleets have been taken into account [66–73]. The lifespan
of the coating differs between short- and mid-/long-distance planes. While both have an equal average
number of flight hours per year of about 4000 h, due to the higher numbers of take-offs and landings,
short-distance planes have a higher frequency of service intervals. Hence for short-distance planes a
lifetime of the coating of about 2.25 years and for mid-/long-distance planes of about 5.5 years was
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assumed (based on information and data from [41,46,47,74–83]; see also Tables S3 and S4 in the
supplementary information).
The stock development over time is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Development of aircraft stock of German airlines up to 2020 and resulting yttrium
flows into use (in baseline scenario) [66–73].
Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Aircrafts
264
295
325
350
350
350
350
350
350

Short-Distance
Engines
Y flows into use (kg)
528
161
590
203
650
208
700
215
700
196
700
204
700
204
700
204
700
204

Aircrafts
326
362
398
423
453
482
496
498
498

Mid-/Long distance
Engines Y flows into use (kg)
844
105
936
168
1028
170
1096
158
1156
118
1214
125
1242
130
1246
133
1246
134

3.1.3. Calculation and Results
Following the approach and data described above, the calculation of the yttrium amounts in end-of-life
thermal barrier coatings has been conducted. For the additionally required parameter for the application
of the Weibull distribution, the shape parameter k, the Japanese lifespan database for vehicles,
equipment, and structures (LiVES) has been consulted [84]. Here, a k-value of 2.03 can be found for
engines and turbines. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, other data has not yet been published.
Based on this, a k-value of 2 is used in the calculations of the baseline scenario for both turbine
applications. Additionally, due to the uncertainty of the k-value, values of k = 1.5 and k = 2.5 are
analyzed in a sensitivity analysis to investigate the potential influence on the results. In the baseline
scenario, the scale parameter λ has been determined to 0.221 for centralized gas turbines, to 0.177 for
decentralized gas turbines, to 0.394 for short-distance aircrafts, and to 0.161 for mid- and long-distance
aircrafts (e.g., [27]).
The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the baseline scenarios as well as selected alternative
scenarios in which the parameters have been varied as described above. In the baseline scenario, a
steady increase from 805 kg in 2013 to 1062 kg in 2020 can be observed. Naturally, the assumptions
about the metal concentration in the product have a significant influence on the results. The variation
of the shape parameter k, however, has only little influence on the results. Results of additional
parameter variations for selected years as well as a summary of parameters used in the calculation are
given in the supplementary information (Tables S5, S6 and S7).
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Yttrium in EOL products [kg]

Figure 3. Yttrium from TBC in stationary gas turbines.
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Figure 4. Yttrium from TBC in aircraft engines.
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3.1.4. Material Losses along EOL Chain
There are two possible end-of-life options for thermal barrier coatings from aircraft engines. Either
the coating is removed during regular maintenance intervals or it is discarded with the coated
components at its end-of-life. In regular maintenance–coated components of aircraft engines are used
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for 1 to 4 cycles—the coating is commonly removed using processes such as high pressure water
blasting (for the combustor), aluminum oxide blasting (for blades and vanes) [51]. 2 cycles can be
assumed as an average [51], meaning a 50–50 split of the relevant wastes between regular maintenance
and final disposal.
In regular maintenance, the blasting wastes are collected manually as well as as filter cake with
minor differences between the different blasting processes. In the following steps, however, further
processing aiming at a recovery of rare earth elements is not practiced. The respective wastes are
commonly landfilled [85].
In the final disposal of the coated components, rare earth recovery is not a priority either.
Components usually go to metal recovery, but without any ambitions to recover the contained rare
earth metals [85]. The losses at the different end-of-life stages are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Losses along the EOL chain of TBC.
Life cycle stage
Maintenance
Final disposal

Collection
<10%
<10%

Sorting, pre-processing
irrelevant
irrelevant

Recovery
100%
100%

EOL chain
100%
100%

3.2. CIGS Photovoltaic Cells
Photovoltaic cells play an important role in most strategies aimed at supporting a low carbon
society. In Germany, promoted by instruments, such as feed in tariffs, the installed capacity of
photovoltaic cells has grown significantly in the past years and is today comparable in size with wind
energy. On the technological side, two types of photovoltaic cells can be distinguished: silicon based
cells and thin film cells. Other types of PV cells like compound semiconductors and nanotechnology
cells are not yet relevant for commercial energy production [86]. Especially their costs, temperature
robustness, and versatility of thin film cells led to a significant gain in the market share [86]. The
following analysis will focus on copper-indium-gallium-di-selenide (CIGS) cells.
3.2.1. Metal Concentration
CIGSis a mixture of CIS (copper-indium-di-selenide) and CGS (copper-gallium-di-selenide).
Its chemical formula is CuInxGa(1-x)Se2. The x value can vary from 0 and 1 meaning different ratios
of CIS to CGS (e.g., [87]). The thickness of the active layer of CIGS cells ranges from 1 to 3 µm. Most
modules show a thickness of around 2 µm. The efficiency of commercial modules ranges between 10
and 12 percent (e.g., [86,88]). Although CIGS cells differ in their gallium content, it can be said that
modules without gallium do not play a significant role while cells with gallium can be considered as
common [89]. Additional differences in the material intensity result from different thicknesses of the
active layer and differences in the module’s efficiency. These variations in the material intensity are
reflected in the literature and primary data.
The data for the material intensity has been taken from literature but also includes primary data
from manufacturers and expert judgments. Literature data is partly referring to different reference units
(e.g., kg/kW) and needs to be normalized to kg/MWp.
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In addition to literature data [21,22,88–96] primary data from two manufacturers (a German and a
Japanese manufacturer) could be obtained and expert judgments (from “Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für
Materialien und Energie GmbH” and “German Solar Industry Association–BSW Solar”) for
complementing and validating the collected data have been included. Original data, excluded data and
harmonized data as well as details on how the data have been harmonized and compiled are given in
the supplementary information (see Tables S8 and S9). The resulting compiled data is presented in
Table 4.
Table 4. Material intensity of copper-indium-gallium-di-selenide (CIGS) photovoltaic
cells. Data from literature, experts, and manufacturers.
Metal
Indium
Gallium

Lower bound
9.8
2.3

Material intensity (kg/MW)
Mean value–baseline scenario
16.5
11.0

Upper bound
23.1
19.7

The relatively great spread in the data could not be explained by its age, technological development,
trends, or other factors, but is supposed to be caused by differences in the design between different
producers, such as a variation in the gallium-indium ratio as described above.
3.2.2. Products Placed on the Market
CIGS photovoltaic cells are a relatively young technology and thus empiric data on the service life
span of the modules is rare. Commonly, a lifespan of between 20 and 30 years is assumed for all kinds
of photovoltaic cells (e.g., [22,96–103]). In addition, in some studies it is indicated that the lifespan of
thin film modules is more than 25 years [96,104].
In some of the few studies dealing with life span observations of PV-modules lifespans
of 29.6 years [105], 27.7, and 28 years [106] are reported.
Against this background, a lifespan of 25 years is assumed in the baseline scenario and a lifespan of
30 years is analyzed in a sensitivity analysis.
The amount of products placed on the market is available from statistics [107] and forecasts [108]
providing information about photovoltaic installations in general. For the shares of the different
photovoltaic technologies data from [109] and [92] has been used.
Based on this, CIGS installations and resulting metal flows could be determined as shown in
Table 5. Before 1999, no relevant installations of CIGS photovoltaic cells have been reported.
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Table 5. CIGS installations and metal flows into use.

Year

CIGS
installations
(MW)

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

0.009
0.066
0.22
0.22
0.83
2.7
1.9
1.7
6.4
19.5
75.6

Metal flows into
use (kg)–baseline
scenario
In
Ga
0.15
0.10
1.09
0.73
3.63
2.42
3.63
2.42
13.76
9.17
44.22
29.48
31.38
20.92
27.82
18.55
104.86
69.91
321.75
214.50
1247.10
831.40

Year

CIGS
installations
(MW)

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

111.8
179.6
101.6
101.2
104.5
110.2
115.7
123.9
132.4
141.1
149.6

Metal flows into
use (kg)–baseline
scenario
In
Ga
1844.83 1229.89
2964.06 1976.04
1677.06 1118.04
1670.04 1113.36
1724.26 1149.51
1817.49 1211.66
1908.71 1272.47
2043.95 1362.64
2184.62 1456.41
2327.34 1551.56
2467.58 1645.05

3.2.3. Calculation and Results
Based on the approach and parameters described above, the flows of indium and gallium in
end-of-life CIGS modules have been calculated.
For the shape parameter a value of k = 5.4 has been chosen based on a study by Kuitche
(2010) [105]. The flows of indium and gallium from EOL CIGS cells in the baseline and alternative
scenarios are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
Figure 5. Secondary indium flows from EOL CIGS modules.
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Figure 6. Secondary gallium flows from EOL CIGS modules.
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3.2.4. Material Losses along EOL Chain
On 14 August, 2013, the new WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) directive became
effective. Until February 2014 it needs to be adapted to national laws, e.g., in Germany through an
adaption of the ElektroG. How exactly this adaptation will look and what implications it will bring for
photovoltaic cells remains to be seen. A quota for the collection of 85% of the total amount of waste
modules is being discussed [110]. Apart from that, it has to be noted that there are already different
systems for the taking-back and recycling of photovoltaic modules, e.g., PV cycle, the E-Bell recycling
system or the First Solar recycling system (see [111–114]) providing an infrastructure that makes a
high collection rate of EOL PV modules likely. Against this background, a collection rate of at least
85% can be assumed which is also in accordance with similar studies [115].
In the following steps–sorting, processing, and recycling–there is so far only very little experience
regarding the treatment of thin-film modules and the little amounts of thin-film modules do not allow
for an economical feasible recovery of semiconductor materials. Nevertheless, higher amounts can be
expected soon and different recycling processes are currently being developed by different German
companies, such as Loser Chemie, Solarcycle, Lobbe, and Saperatec [111,113,116–118]. Recovery
rates for indium and gallium in the different processes can be quantified to 70% to 90% [119].
The material losses along the end-of-life chain of CIGS photovoltaic cells can be summed up as
shown in Table 6. The table shows the present situation (no recycling of semiconductor materials) as
well as an outlook based on processes currently under development on how the future EOL situation
might look like.
Table 6. Material losses along the end-of-life (EOL) chain of CIGS photovoltaic cells.
Scenario
Today
Outlook

Collection
<15%
<15%

Sorting, pre-processing, recovery
100% In, Ga
10%–30% In, Ga

EOL chain
100% In
24%–41% In, Ga
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3.3. Industrial Catalysts
Catalysts are of great importance in various industries where they are a key factor for production
efficiency. In the chemical industry over 90% of all products are produced using catalysts [120,121].
The industrial fields of application of catalysts can be divided into polymerization, pollution
control/environment protection, and chemical industry [121]. From a material point of view, another
distinction can be made between PGM, rare earth and germanium bearing catalysts. The following
analysis will follow this distinction and PGM-, rare earth- and germanium bearing catalysts will be
analyzed in separate sections.
Contrary to the other analyzed applications, catalysts have a relatively short lifespan of often
below one year. Because of that, the application of the Weibull distribution is not feasible for
catalysts. Instead, the amount of products placed on the market can function as a proxy for the amount
of end-of-life products and metals, respectively. In addition, it has to be noted that in most fields of
applications the amount of catalysts placed on the market is constant over time disregarding minor
annual fluctuation.
3.4. PGM Bearing Catalysts
For PGM bearing catalysts (and other PGM applications in Germany) a detailed study
has been published by Hagelüken and colleagues [122]. Additional information was available
from [32,120,122–125]. From these studies, information about material flows including secondary
material flows was already available as well as forecasts about the future development up to 2020.
Therefore parameters such as the metal concentration and the amount of products placed on the market
did not need to be investigated further.
3.4.1. Calculation and Results
The secondary flows of platinum, palladium, and rhodium over time are shown in Table 7.
In addition to catalysts in nitric acid production and catalysts in homogeneous catalysis, constant
annual consumptions have been assumed.
Table 7. Secondary flows of PGM from industrial catalysts [kg].
Catalyst type

Platinum
2013

2020

Palladium
2013

2020

Rhodium
2013

2020

830
90
–
Refinery catalysts
760
200
40
Catalysts in nitric acid production
180
187
–
20
27
Catalysts in cyanhydric acid production
533–588
746–842 4801–5294 6876–7581
–
Powdered catalyst
320
2900
–
Packed and fluidized-bed catalysts
2286–2520 3274–3610 114–126
164–180
594–656 851–939
Homogeneous catalysis
150
–
–
Environmental catalysts
5059–5349 6285–6699 8106–8610 10,230–10,951 654–716 918–1006
Total
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3.4.2. Material Losses along EOL Chain
Generally, a rather well-functioning recycling system for industrial catalysts exists; high recovery
rates of platinum group metals from PGM bearing industrial catalysts are achieved (e.g., [123,126,127]).
This well-working system has existed for some time now and already in 2001 generally low losses of
precious metals in the end-of-life treatment of industrial catalysts have been identified [120]. In a
subsequent study in 2003 the European recycling infrastructure for the recycling of precious metals
from industrial catalysts was found to be functioning and sufficient [125].
A summary of the losses in the end-of-life treatment of different catalyst types along the end-of-life
chain is shown in Table 8. Losses are generally below five percent, environmental catalysts being one
exception of minor relevance in terms of mass. Reasons for this well-working recycling system are
described in detail in [123]. The high concentration of PGM in the catalysts compared to its concentration
in ore, its economic value, the availability of suitable processes and well-functioning co-operations
between users and manufacturers/recyclers can be named as the main reasons.
Table 8. Losses of critical metals along EOL chain of PGM bearing catalysts (calculated
based on data from [123]).
Catalyst type
Refinery catalysts
Cat. in nitric acid production
Cat. in cyanhydric acid production
Chemical industry:
powdered catalyst
Chemical industry: packed and
fluidized-bed catalysts

Collection and
sorting
irrelevant
irrelevant
irrelevant

Pre-processing
and recovery
1.5% (Pt und Pd)
irrelevant
irrelevant

irrelevant

2%

2%

irrelevant

irrelevant

<4.5%

3.3% Pt;
4.4% Rh;
3.8% Pd
<10%

3.3% Pt;
4.4% Rh;
50% Pd
82%–91%

Chemical industry:
homogeneous catalysis

Irrelevant for Pt, Rh
48% Pd

Environmental catalysts

80%–90%

EOL chain
1.5%
irrelevant
irrelevant

3.5. Rare Earth Bearing Catalysts
In petroleum refining, catalysts bearing cerium and lanthanum are used for fluid-catalytic-cracking
(FCC) [90,120,128,129]. Cerium and lanthanum increase the gasoline yield and reduce air emissions
from the oil refining process [91].
3.5.1. Metal Concentration
The rare earth element mainly used in FCC catalysts is lanthanum; cerium is of minor
importance [91]. Data regarding the metal content in the catalyst is to a large extent in the same region
and ranges from 2 to 6 mass percent [91,128,130–134] with the vast majority of values between 2
and 3 mass percent.
Based on this, a rare earth content of 2.5 wt% is assumed for the baseline scenario; values
of 2 and 3 wt% are assessed in a sensitivity analysis.
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Additionally, it has to be noted that in fluid catalytic cracking there are no special requirements
regarding the purity of the rare earths and up to 20% other rare earth elements like cerium,
neodymium, praseodymium, and samarium can be added [135].
3.5.2. Products Placed on the Market and Lifespan
Statistical or other data on the consumption of FCC catalysts in Germany has not been available.
Therefore, the catalyst consumption has been estimated based on the production output of FCC-processes.
Germany has a FCC capacity of about 350,000 barrels-per-day. Catalysts are replaced continuously
and about 0.2 lb (about 91 g) catalysts are consumed per barrel [90,131]. In the past years, the capacity
utilization of refineries in Germany varied between 78 and 95% [136], but general trends towards an
increase or decrease of the total capacity and capacity utilization cannot be identified. Therefore, the
average capacity utilization rate of the years 1990 to 2012 of 81.3% is used as baseline scenario for the
years 2013 to 2020 [137]; in addition 78% and 95% values are assessed in a sensitivity analysis.
3.5.3. Calculations and Results
Based on the parameters described above the annual amounts of rare earths in FCC-catalysts
reaching their end-of-life have been calculated. The results are shown in Table 9. For the baseline
scenario, an amount of 235 tons has been calculated. Considering possible deviations of the metal
concentration and the capacity utilization the results can vary from 181 to 330 tons.
Table 9. Rare earths in EOL FCC catalysts.
Rare earths in EOL FCC catalysts,
2013 to 2020 (t)
2.5%
Metal
2%
concentration
3%

Capacity utilization rate
81.3%
78%
235
226
188
181
282
271

95%
275
220
330

3.5.3. Material Losses along End-of-Life Chain
Contrary to PGM in industrial catalysts, rare earths from FCC catalysts are commonly not
recovered [132]. After their collection they are usually landfilled, or, due to the material properties of
the substrate, used as filling material in the construction industry or cement production [120,128,132].
Based on this, a complete loss of critical metals along the end-of-life chain can be assumed as shown
in Table 10.
Table 10. Losses of critical metals along EOL chain of FCC catalysts.
Application

Collection, sorting

FCC-catalysts

<10% (RE*)

Pre-processing and recovery
EOL chain
100% (RE*)
100% (RE*)
*La, Ce, Nd, Pr, Sm
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3.6. Ge Bearing Catalysts
In PET production, GeO2 is used as polymerization catalyst. PET manufactured using GeO2
catalysts is mainly used for drink bottles and shows particularly good properties in terms of brightness
and shine [128]. Antimony and titanium are alternative catalysts in PET manufacturing and account for
the majority of the market, i.e., about 90% of all PET is produced using antimony catalysts [138,139];
while titanium and germanium account for the balance.
In PET manufacturing, GeO2 from polymerization catalysts dissipates completely into the product
and is not recovered [120,125,128,140]. Therefore, the potential secondary flows are not quantified
based on the number of polymerization catalysts but on the number of PET bottles placed on the market.
3.6.1. Metal Concentration
The germanium content in GeO2 catalysts is about 69%. As mentioned above, the catalyst dissipates
entirely into the product. Data regarding the GeO2 concentration ranges from 1:10,000 [125] to
1:100,000 to 7:100,000 [128] or 10 to 70 mg/kg, respectively. As it is more up-to-date, the
OakdeneHollins data (1:100,000 to 7:100,000 with an average of 1:25,000) is used in the following.
In combination with data on the weight of PET bottles of different sizes [141,142] a specific GeO2
concentration per 1l-bottles can be calculated. Assuming an average GeO2 concentration in the PET of
1:25,000, the specific concentration is 0.88 to 1.22 mg/1l-bottle for one-way, and 2.48 to 2.83 mg/1l-bottle
for returnable bottles.
3.6.2. Products Placed on the Market
The amount of products placed on the market, i.e., the number of PET bottles on the market, is
analyzed based on the beverage consumption [143] and statistics regarding the shares of different types
of packaging [141,143,144] (see supplementary information for further details; Tables S10, S11 and
S12). The statistics show that the beverage consumption remained relatively constant for the majority
of beverages and no significant changes in the total beverage consumption are expected for the future.
Following this, the average beverage consumption of the years 2004 to 2009 has been used for
calculating the baseline scenario. Additionally, fluctuations of ±10% have been analyzed in a
sensitivity analysis. Regarding the share of different packaging types, different scenarios regarding the
future development have been analyzed (see Table 11).
Table 11. Share of PET bottles for different beverage types.
Beverage type
Beer and shandy
Water
Soft drinks

Year
2010–2020
2010–2020
2010–2020

Returnable PET bottles
–
15%/20%
15%/25%

One-way PET Bottles
6%/7%/8%
50%/56.1%/70%
50%/60.5%/70%

3.6.3. Calculation and Results
As stated above, constant beverage consumption and probable fluctuations of ±10% have been
assumed. Therefore, no strict distinction is being made between the years 2013 to 2020 but a probable
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range valid for the entire period is calculated. Besides the fluctuations of the beverage consumption,
the described ranges of the specific GeO2 concentration have been considered.
Following this, a germanium amount in EOL PET bottles of 837 to 1835 kg (1336 kg in the
baseline scenario) has been calculated.
3.6.4. Material Losses along End-of-Life Chain
Since the germanium dissipates completely into the PET, the PET bottles have to be considered the
relevant product for analyzing the end-of-life chain. Within the current end-of-life treatment of PET
bottles, the recovery of germanium is not an issue in any form and a complete loss has to be noted. To
the authors’ knowledge, no findings exist regarding potential options to recover germanium from PET.
According to OakdeneHollins [128] the feasibility of a recovery has to be questioned owing to the low
concentration in the product. Additional problems result from the mixing with bottles manufactured
with alternative catalysts and further dissipation in the subsequent applications of the recycled
material, e.g., fleece clothing.
3.7. Assessing the Results’ Scale
To place the results (secondary material flows up to 2020) into context, i.e., to provide a sense of
scale, they have been put into relation to the world mine production of 2011 (based on data from
British Geological Survey and U.S. Geological Survey). Here, only the results of the baseline scenarios
are considered. As no reliable data on the production of the different rare earth elements has been
available, the rare earth elements considered in the study (yttrium and rare earths from FCC catalysts)
are put into relation to the accumulated production of all rare earth elements.
As shown in Table 12, the largest secondary material flows compared to the world production are
those of PGM from industrial catalysts. The secondary flows of indium and gallium from CIGS
photovoltaic cells, on the other hand, are relatively small. However, since CIGS photovoltaic cells are
a young technology and due to their long lifespan, a significant growth of secondary flows can be
expected for the following years.
Table 12. Ratios of secondary metal flows to world production.
Metal

World production

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Y

125,384 t (RE)

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

In

641 t

~0%

0.0001%

0.0002%

0.0003%

0.0006%

0.0010%

0.0017%

0.0027%

Ga

216 t

~0%

0.0002%

0.0003%

0.0006%

0.0011%

0.0020%

0.0033%

0.0054%

Pt

179 t

2.91%

3.01%

3.11%

3.22%

3.32%

3.42%

3.52%

3.63%

Pd

200 t

4.18%

4.34%

4.50%

4.66%

4.82%

4.98%

5.14%

5.30%

Rh

28 t

2.45%

2.59%

2.73%

2.87%

3.01%

3.15%

3.29%

3.44%

RE in FCC
Catalysts
Ge

125,384 t (RE)

0.20%

120 t

1.11%
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The total secondary flows of rare earth metals from the analyzed applications (thermal barrier coatings
and FCC catalysts) are located somewhere between the two, if looked at together. Comparing them to
the world production of the respective rare earth element would probably result in somewhat higher
values. However, this step could not be performed due to data availability.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, the flows of selected critical metals at the end-of-life of three different applications
have been quantified and the respective end-of-life chains have been analyzed. Besides for the
products with relatively short lifespans (i.e., around one year or less) or constant stocks, for which a
simplified approach has been followed, the Weibull function has been used to model the secondary
material flows of the analyzed products. Especially for products with high growth rates such as
photovoltaic cells or otherwise volatile markets, the Weibull distribution has to be considered preferable
compared to a simultaneous exit functionas different studies indicate (see e.g., [15–19]).
Even though the chosen methodological approach is connected with some uncertainties regarding
parameters such as metal concentration in the product, average lifespan, and the future market
development of the products, it provides valuable knowledge that is required for any measures
contributing to more sustainable materials management. Especially for building up a recycling
infrastructure aiming at an improved recovery of critical metals and for urban mining activities,
knowledge about stocks and flows is essential.
While for PGM bearing catalysts–just like for most other PGM applications–a relatively
well-functioning recycling system exists, there is quite a lot of room for improvements regarding the
other analyzed products. In the analyzed rare earth applications–thermal barrier coatings and catalysts
for fluid catalytic cracking–a well-functioning collection system already exists. Still, due to their
historically particularly low prices, the recovery of the rare earths does not play a role in the
subsequent steps of the end-of-life chain even though a significant potential for improvements of the
recycling situation can be identified. Considering their criticality [6–11], i.e., their economic
importance and high supply risks, and past events like the Chinese export restrictions, such improvements
should get a much higher attention in the future.
Contrary to the relatively well established applications FCC catalysts and TBC, recycling of critical
metals from CIGS photovoltaic cells has already gained considerable attention; even though
end-of-life flows will probably not reach a significant scale for at least the next 8 to 15 years. In part,
this is triggered by the higher economic value of indium and gallium compared to lanthanum or
cerium, but existing and planned legislation as well as research funding contributed to this
development as well.
The last analyzed product–germanium bearing polymerization catalysts–does not show any
recycling potential since the metals dissipate completely into the product. Recycling of germanium
from PET is–as described above–unfeasible, but in-process recovery in the PET production is
apparently also economically unfeasible. Disregarding the apparent lack of economic incentives and
considering the fact that polymerization accounts for 37% of the total germanium consumption, a
highly significant potential for optimizations in terms of a sustainable metals management can be
identified here.
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Comparing the three different products, we can also identify specific reasons for the failing
recycling of metals. In the cases analyzed here, it is not the interfaces between elements of the recycling
chain that are ineffective, as is typically the case for automotive catalysts or some WEEE wastes. The
reasons here are either economic (low prices for target metal), or technical (low concentration of metal
contained in low-value/high-volume waste streams), or both. Early consideration of the (potential)
criticality of metals, as in the case of PV modules, helps in avoiding such threats to a closed loop metal
economy and maintains options for a future metals management that is resilient against supply disruptions.
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